ABSTRACT. Performance assessment is an important task for the property management company to measure the performance of site, to evaluate and rank the sites, and to trace the main indices resulting in worse performance. Therefore, this study proposes a multi period performance assessment model. A performance scale with twelve indices is adopted to measure the site performance. The raw data can be transformed to be comparable by the proposed linear preprocessing method with specification limits. The priority is ranked by the integrated method with the technique for order preference by similarity to ideal solution and the signal-to-noise ratio. Finally, the main indices resulting in worse performance can be identified by the proposed tracing method. An illustrative example of real case is adopted to demonstrate the feasibility and practicability of the proposed model. Results show the proposed model can obtain a more reliable result.
INTRODUCTION
Owning to the limited land resource, the proportion of new building construction is decreasing in the city, but the proportion of building maintenance and repair is increasing as the continuous development of urbanization. The market of property management is also growing. Besides, people now have more and more requirements in living quality. Not only the outer appearance or the building structure, but also the variety and convenience of service are paid attentions. Therefore, to assess the site performance is important to the property management company for its sustainable development.
Property management industry has the inherent characteristic that the company and the sites are in different locations. Every site can be regarded as a long-term project. Services are provided to residents (customers) in the site. Hence, the performance assessment of site not only can reflect the residents' satisfaction to the service but also can assist the property management company to sort the sites and to control the worse performance sites. The performance assessment is also the basic of self-evaluation and continuous improvement for the sites. Therefore, an effective assessment model is important for all the stakeholders to realize the property management performance of the sites.
For this purpose, the authors had developed a performance scale for site property management (Pan, Liu 2010) . The proposed site property management performance scale focused on the residence and community. In the definition of key indicators, eleven senior experts were invited to discuss the indicators several times and nineteen indicators were collected. After that, the appropriateness of the nineteen indicators were analyzed via twice fuzzy Delphi method. Finally, the twelve key indicators were synthesized (listed in Table 1 ). In the definition of dimensions, the affinity diagram was used to cluster the key indicators. The clustered three dimensions were named via their characteristics, i.e., the general affair, the environment quality, and the personal quality. Besides, the analytic network process (ANP) was used to define the weight of each indicator. Table 1 shows the site property management performance scale and the indicator weight. In practice, this scale can be adopted as the inner audit criteria in the property management company.
The performance scale is often used with the integration of the multi-attribute decision making methods, e.g., the technique for order preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS). TOPSIS has been widely employed in various fields for its four advantages: (i) a sound logic that represents the rationale of human choice; (ii) a scalar value that accounts for both the best and worst alternatives simultaneously; (iii) a simple computation process that can be easily programmed into a spreadsheet; and (iv) the performance measures of all alternatives on attributes can be visualized on a polyhedron, at least for any two dimensions (Kim et al. 1997) . TOPSIS has been successfully integrated with performance scales to solve various decision making problems, e.g., the factory location analysis, the construction process evaluation, the human resource management, the transposition decision, the product design, the manufactory analysis, the water resource management, the quality control, and the critical path definition et al. (Yoon, Hwang 1985; Leu, Yang 1999; Kwong, Tam 2002; Janic 2003; Chen, Tzeng 2004; Srdjevic et al. 2004; Milani et al. 2005; Yang, Chou 2005; Zammori et al. 2009) .
Although TOPSIS has demonstrated its applicability in performance scale, two problems are still encountered in practices. The first problem is the data preprocessing. Unit vector preprocessing method is used in TOPSIS, but this preprocessing method might change the linear relationship in the raw data and further influence the priority of alternatives. Besides, no matter the unit vector preprocessing method or other linear preprocessing methods can not consider the interested region of decision makers, i.e., the specification limits of indices, in the transformation functions. Take the customer satisfaction indicator for example. The score of customer satisfaction indicator ranges from 0 to 100, and higher score means higher customer satisfaction. Decision makers are interested in the region of [80, 100] , meaning 80 is the lower specification limit of customer satisfaction indicator, i.e., the unacceptable level. Unit vector processing method and other methods can not consider this interested region to reflect the decision makers' real concerns.
The second problem is the number of evaluation periods. Single period is commonly used in the traditional performance evaluation, but only one period might be not enough to obtain a reliable result. Besides, the multi period evaluation result can provide information not only for decision-making but also for tracing worse indices resulting in worse performance. Therefore, to obtain a reliable and useful result, multi period evaluation ought to be considered.
Hence, this study proposes a multi period assessment model for site property management. The performance of site can be measure by the performance scale. The measured values are preprocessed by the proposed linear transformation with specification limits, and the determination of specification limit is defined by the fuzzy Delphi questionnaires of senior managers. Then, the closeness to ideal solution is calculated by the TOPSIS. The closeness of multi period can be used to rank the site performance and trace the main indices resulting in worse performance. In evaluating the comprehensive performance, arithmetic mean or geometric mean are the commonly used methods. However, in addition to the mean, the variance of multi period closeness ought to be concerned. Therefore, this study uses the signal-to-noise ratio (SN ratio) to both consider the mean and the variance of multi period closeness.
The remaining sections are organized as follows. In section 2, the TOPSIS, the fuzzy Delphi method, and the SN ratio are discussed. Based on the discussions in Section 2, the multi period assessment model is proposed in Section 3. Then, an illustrative example of real case is used to demonstrate the feasibility and practicability of the proposed model in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes this study.
LITERATURE SURVEY

TOPSIS
TOPSIS is a widely used method to deal with multi attribute decision making (MADM) problems. TOPSIS can rank a finite number of feasible alternatives in order of preference and select a suitable alternative that conforms to the decision makers' ideal. The selected alternative will have the shortest Euclidean distance from the ideal solution and the farthest Euclidean distance from the anti-ideal solution. Assume the multi attribute decision making data, D, to be:
where: D is composed of n alternatives and m attributes; x i (j) denotes the value of the i-th alternative in the j-th attribute. The procedure of TOPSIS can be expressed in the following six steps (Hwang, Yoon 1981) .
Step 1: Preprocess the raw data.
To make the attributes be comparable, the raw data has to be preprocessed (normalized). The unit vector method is used in TOPSIS as:
In Equation (1), r ij . is the preprocessed value of x ij .
Step 2: Weight the preprocessed data. The weighted preprocessed data can be denoted as
v j w j r j , where: w(j) is the weight of the j-th attribute and
The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) and the analytic network process (ANP) methods are commonly used to determine the weights in the TOPSIS J. K. Chen, I. S. Chen 2010; Torfi et al. 2010; Wu et al. 2010) .
Step 3: Determine the ideal and the anti-ideal solutions.
The ideal solution is a hypothetical alternative in which all attribute values correspond to the best level. If the ideal solution is exactly one of the feasible alternatives, there is no need for decision making. However, this situation is rarely seen in the real problems. The values of alternatives are often found to be higher in some attributes and lower in the other attributes. Thus, decision makers should consider and calculate cautiously all the attributes in order to select a suitable compromise alternative. On the contrary, the anti-ideal alternative is also a hypothetical alternative in which all attribute values correspond to the worst level. Denote the ideal solution (A + ) and the anti-ideal solution (A -) as:
, , ,
 respectively. J + and J -are the attribute sets of the larger-the-better type and the smaller-the-better type, respectively.
Step 4: Calculate the separations. The separation of each alternative from the ideal solution, + i d , can be calculated by the mdimensional Euclidean distance function as:
Similarly, the separation from the anti-ideal solution, − i d , is given as:
Step 5: Calculate the closeness to the ideal solution.
The closeness to the ideal solution of the i-th alternative, + i C , is defined as:
Since
Step 6: Rank the preference order. A set of alternatives then can be ranked by preference according to the descending order of i C + ; in other words, larger + i C means better alternative. Although the TOPSIS has demonstrated well applicability in various studies, it's performance still can be improved, especially the preprocessing method. As shown in Equation (1), the unit vector method is not a linear transformation method. The linear relationship in the raw data will be changed and that will influence the final priority. Therefore, the linear transformation ought to be considered in the applications of TOPSIS.
Fuzzy Delphi method
Fuzzy Delphi Method was proposed by Ishikawa et al. (1993) , and it was integrated with the traditional Delphi technique and fuzzy set theory. Fuzzy Delphi method is an useful and commonly used tool to conclude the experts' opinions, especially in the group decision making. Therefore, this study adopts the fuzzy Delphi method to determine the specification limits. In the procedure of the fuzzy Delphi method, experts are allowed to provide interval evaluations, ⊗ =     , x x x , and then the fuzzy numbers of maximum value and minimum value are used to aggregate the evaluation result. Figure 1 shows the function of fuzzy Delphi method. In Figure 1 , the triangular fuzzy numbers  N and  n are composed of the maximum values and the minimum values of experts' interval evaluations, respectively. i x and i x are the maximum value and the minimum value of the i-th expert.
and M is the geometric mean of i x . Similarly,
, and m is the geometric mean of i x . Two tests ought to be conducted before determining the cross point (CP) in Figure 1 and are described as follows.
(1) Test whether the overlap region exists, i.e.,
(2) Test whether the overlap region is reasonable, i.e.,
M m , the cross point can be calculated and regarded as the evaluation. Noorderhaben (1995) pointed that the fuzzy Delphi method can be used to solve the fuzziness of common understanding of expert opinions in group decision. Owing to the applicability of the fuzzy Delphi method, it has been used in many studies and demonstrated well applications (Hsu et al. 2010; Kuo, Chen 2008; Liu, Wang 2009 ).
Signal-to-noise ratio
The signal-to-noise ratio is an important measure in the Taguchi method and is developed from the quality loss function (Y. G. Cho, K. T. Cho 2008; Chen, Kao 2009; Liao, Kao 2010) . In the definition of quality loss function, it has the minimum loss when the measured value is equal to the ideal value. The loss increases with the separation from the ideal value. If L(y) is the quality loss function of the measured value (y) separated from the ideal value (m), then L(y) can be described by the Taylor series as:
According to the definition of the quality loss
when y = m and the high-order polynomials are ignored, L(y) can be further described as:
where: k is the quality loss coefficient and
is named the nominal-the-best (NTB) quality loss function and is shown as Figure 2. However, L(y) is the quality loss function of a product, but the quality loss function of a batch of products ought to be more considered in practice. L NTB denotes the quality loss function of n products and is defined as:
As shown in the definition, the mean square deviation (MSD) is the core of L NTB . In the Taguchi method, MSD is transformed as the SN ratio to evaluate the quality loss in the Taguchi method. The nominal-the-best SN ratio is denoted as: 
As shown in Equation (5), SN NTB considers both the average ( y ) and the variance ( 2 n s ) of the measured values. Therefore, in the multi period evaluations, a more stable and reliable result can be obtained by applying the SN ratio. In the real application of performance evaluation, the largerthe-better SN ratio and the smaller-the-better SN ratio are more commonly used. The larger-thebetter SN ratio and the smaller-the-better SN ratio are denoted as Equation (6) and Equation (7), respectively: 
Analytic network process
Determining the weights of the indicators is important in the decision making problems. The AHP and the ANP are two commonly used methods (Saaty 1980 (Saaty , 1996 . Although the AHP method has been widely used, the AHP method assumes that the indicators listed in the hierarchical structure are independent. However, this is not always a reasonable assumption. Therefore, the AHP method and the ANP method are suggested to solve the problem of independence among indicators and the problem of dependence among indicators (Lee, Kim 2000) . The ANP method is constructed via the pairwise comparison matrices and the priority vectors. The pairwise comparison matrices and the priority vectors in the ANP method can be derived as an estimate of the relative importance associated with the indicators (or dimensions) being compared by solving the following equation (Chung et al. 2005; Tseng et al. 2009 ):
In Equation (8), A is the matrix of pairwise comparison, w is the eigenvector, and λ max is the largest eigenvalue of A.
To obtain the global priorities with interdependent indicators, the local priority vectors are entered in the appropriate columns of a matrix. As a result, a supermatrix is developed, where each matrix segment represents a relationship between two dimensions. A standard supermatrix is denoted as: Fig. 2 In the standard supermatrix, there are n dimensions, D 1 , D 2 , …, D k , …, D n , and each dimension has mk indicators, denoted by e k1 , e k2 , …, e kmk . The local priority vectors are grouped and placed in the appropriate positions in the supermatrix based on the flow of influence from one dimension to another (or itself).
To achieve convergence on the importance weights, the weighted supermatrix is raised to the power of an arbitrarily large number. The final matrix is called the limit supermatrix. The final priorities of all indicators can be obtained by normalizing each dimension of this supermatrix.
METHODOLOGY
For the purposes of effectively (i) measuring the property site performance, (ii) defining the specification limits of indices, (iii) considering the multi period evaluations, and (iv) tracing the main factors of worse sites, this study proposes a multi period evaluation model for site property management performance (as shown in Figure 3) . First, the site performance for every period is measured by Table 1 . Then, the raw data will be transformed by the proposed linear preprocessing method with specification limits. The closeness of site is calculated by TOPSIS, and the comprehensive evaluation result is determined by the SN ratio. Also, the SN ratio is used to trace the main factors causing worse performance.
Assume the site performance measurement data at the t-th period, ( ) t X , to be:
is composed of n sites and m performance indices (m = 12 in this study). The proposed linear preprocessing method with specification limits and the evaluation model are stated as follows.
Linear preprocessing method with specification limits
This study takes the comprehensive grey generating method (Chang 2000) as the basic and integrates the specification limits in it to propose the linear preprocessing method. In the comprehensive grey generating method, the larger-the-better preprocessing and the smaller-the-better preprocessing are defined as Equation (9) and Equation (10), respectively: into Equation (10) (Lin et al. 2009; Zhang, Liu 2011 ). This study integrates the lower limit (LL) and the upper limit (UL) in the larger-the-better preprocessing and the smaller-the-better preprocessing, respectively. The structures of the proposed larger-the-better preprocessing and the smallerthe-better preprocessing are shown in Figure 4 (a) and 4(b), respectively. Equation (11) and Equation (12) define the larger-the-better preprocessing and the smaller-the-better preprocessing. In Equations (11) and (12), ( ) LL j and ( ) UL j are the lower limit and the upper limit of the j-th performance indicator, respectively. As shown in Figure 4 , the negative value might exist after preprocessing the raw datum. The negative value does not influence the following calculations and the final priority. Furthermore, the negative value can point out whether the measured value is out of the specification limit. The fuzzy Delphi method is used in this paper to calculate the cross points of lower limit or upper limit.
Site performance evaluation and tracing
After preprocessing ( ) t X , the TOPSIS is used to calculate the closeness of site at the t-th period,
C . Then, the closeness of site at each period can be collected and the comprehensive evaluation result can be determined by using SN ratio. The number of periods depends on the control requirements. In this study, the current period is defined as t = 0, and the last period and the last two period are defined as t = 2 and t = 3, respectively.
In the evaluation of multi period performance, Equation (6) is used because the closeness
C is belonged to the larger-the-better type. Therefore, the multi period performance evaluation of site, p i , can be denoted as:
In Equation (13), T is the considered number of periods. A stable and reliable result considering both the mean and the variance of the closeness can be obtained by Equation (13). Finally, the priority of sites can be rank by p i , i.e., larger p i means better performance.
This study also proposes a method to trace the main indices causing worse performance. Multi period measurements are also considered in the trace of main indices. Assume the preprocessed values of indices at each period in the worse site, R, to be: R is composed of m indices and T periods. r jt is the preprocessed value of the j-th evaluation indicator at the t-th period. However, the preprocessed value might be negative. Both the larger-the-better SN ratio and the smaller-the-better SN ratio will result in misjudgment when dealing with the negative values. Therefore, the nominal-the-best SN ratio is adopted in this study to trace the main indices. The multi period performance evaluation of indicator, p j , can be defined as:
( ) 
In Equation (14), the ideal of the processed value is equal to 1, i.e., m = 1. jt r and 2 r s are the mean and variance of r jt , respectively. Similarly, larger p j means better indicator. Therefore, the main indices resulting in worse performance are the indices with lower p j .
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
A real case of thirteen sites (S1 ~ S13) of a property company in Taiwan is adopted to demonstrate the feasibility and practicability of the proposed model. Twelve evaluation indices, shown in Table 1, were employed in the company to meas- ure and audit the site performance. Three period measurements (T = 3) of these thirteen sites are used in this study.
In the definition of specification limits, this study used the fuzzy Delphi questionnaire to interview twelve senior experts in the company. Experts were allowed to provide a possible region of the specification limit of each indicator. Table 2 shows the cross points of indices and Table 3 shows the specification limits (lower limit or upper limit) and features (nominal-the-best, larger-the-better, or smaller-the-better) of indices. Table 4, Table 5, and Table 6 are the preprocessed data of the current period, the last period, and the last two period, respectively, by substituting the raw measurement data of the thirteen sites into Equations (10) or (11). Parts of preprocessed 
General affair
Contract extension fee -20% -14.3% -12% -15% -9.7% -7% 3% values are negative, meaning they are out of the specification limits and ought to be noticed. After that, the preprocessed values and the weights of evaluation indices are substituted into Equation (4) to calculate the closeness of site at each period. The multi period performance evaluations of the sites are then calculated by Equation (13) and are shown in Table 7 . To verify the effectiveness of the proposed evaluation model, the mean of multi period is also listed and compared the priority with p i .
As mentioned above, most multi-attribute decision making methods (e.g., TOPSIS) can only deal with one-period decision making problems. In each period, as shown in Table 7 , S4, S1, and S12 are the best sites in the first, second, and third periods, respectively. Although the average values of the three periods can be calculated, the stability of performance still can not be revealed. Take the comparison of S2 and S10 in Table 7 as an example. Although the multi period mean of S2 (0.660) is larger than that of S10 (0.634), the range of S2 (0.369) is double larger than that of S10 (0.191), meaning the performance of S2 is less stable. In the comprehensive consideration, the performance of S10 ought to be better than that of S2. In Table 7 , the p i value of S10 is larger than that of S2, demonstrating the priority by p i is more reasonable. Also, as shown in Table 7 , the worst three sites are sequentially S8, S4, and S3. This study takes S8 as an example to trace the main indices resulting worse performance. Table 8 shows the preprocessed values of indices at three periods of S8, and the multi period performance Table 8 , crisis management (I10), dispute management (I11), and property management fee (I2) have the lowest three p j values, meaning they are the main indices needed to be improved.
CONCLUSIONS
From the results in this study, the following five conclusions can be drawn: 1. This study has adopted the site property management performance scale, the TOP-SIS, and the SN ratio to build a multi period evaluation model. The proposed model not only can obtain a reliable result by consider-ing the multi period evaluations, but also can trace the main indices resulting in worse performance in order to take further improvement actions. 2. The first contribution of the propose model is to consider the interested region of managers into the preprocessing method. The proposed linear preprocessing method with specification limits not only can avoid distorting the linear relationship of the raw data, but also can point out the differences of indices. The fuzzy Delphi method is used to define the reliable specification limits. 3. The second contribution is to propose a multi period evaluation method. The evaluation model is based on the larger-the-better SN ratio and the closeness of site at each period. The mean and variance of multi period closeness can be both considered to provide a more reliable result. 4. The third contribution is to propose a main indices tracing method. The tracing method is based on the nominal-the-best SN ratio and the preprocessed values of indices at periods. The nominal-the-best SN ratio is used to avoid misjudgments when using the larger-the-better SN ratio or the small-the-better SN ratio on negative values. 5. An illustrative example of real case is used to demonstrate the feasibility and practicability of the proposed model. Results show the proposed model can effectively deal with the multi period performance assessment problem and can be easily used in similar problems. 6. In the further research, the proposed model can applied to assess the residents' satisfaction degree, the quality management system audit, and the maturity of property management system etc. In the improvement of methodology, the weights of different periods can be considered in the future studies. If the performance of the latest periods are paid more attentions, the better method is to give larger weights on the recent periods.
